We report measurements of the isotope shifts of two transitions (4f 4 6s → [25044.7] • 7/2 and 4f 4 6s → [25138.6] • 7/2 ) in neodymium ions (Nd + ) with hundredfold improved accuracy, using laser spectroscopy of a cryogenically-cooled neutral plasma. The isotope shifts were measured across a set of five spin-zero isotopes that spans a nuclear shape transition. We discuss the prospects for further improvements to the accuracy of Nd + isotope shifts using optical clock transitions, which could enable higher precision tests of King plot linearity for new physics searches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Isotope shifts (IS) of optical transitions in atoms are a valuable source of information about nuclear properties, such as nuclear charge radii and nuclear shape transitions [1] [2] [3] . Precise IS measurements are useful as experimental benchmarks against which theoretical atomic structure calculations can be compared (e.g., [4, 5] ). IS measurements have also been used to identify super-heavy elements in space [6] , and probe the variation of fundamental constants [7, 8] .
Interest in precision IS measurements has been sparked by recent proposals to use IS to probe beyond-standardmodel (BSM) physics [9] [10] [11] [12] . These proposals take advantage of the fact that isotope shifts of an atomic transition can be parametrized very well by two parameters that depend on the atomic electron distribution: a field-shift coefficient that determines the sensitivity of the transition to a change in the nuclear shape and volume, and a mass-shift coefficient that determines the sensitivity to a change in the nuclear mass [13] . Therefore the isotope shifts of two different atomic transitions, measured in the same set of isotopes, trace out a straight line when they are appropriately rescaled and plotted against each other in a King plot [13, 14] . The nonlinearity of the King plot is then a measure of higher-order electron-nuclear interactions [15] , including new ones from BSM physics [9] [10] [11] [12] . Precise IS measurements in atomic ions (Ca + [16, 17] , Sr + [18] , Ba + [19] , Ra + [20] ) and neutral atoms (Sr [21] ) have aimed to test King plot linearity.
The nuclei of rare-earth atoms are an interesting set that merits detailed investigation, due to their richly varied nuclear structure [1] -among these, neodymium is an especially interesting candidate. It has five spin-zero isotopes within a convenient range of natural abundances [ 142 Nd (27%), 144 Nd (24%), 146 Nd (17%), 148 Nd (5.7%) and 150 Nd (5.6%)], making it one of a handful of elements with such a set of isotopes [22] . (At least four spin-zero isotopes are needed to search for new light bosons [9] . A notable feature of this set of isotopes is a shape transition going from spherical ( 142 Nd) to deformed ( 150 Nd) nuclei [23] . In addition to furnishing an interesting chain of * amar.vutha@utoronto.ca isotopes across which King plot linearity can be tested, it is plausible that the shape transition in Nd could itself be sensitive to new short-range physics.
In this work we present our measurements of isotope shifts and King plot linearity in Nd + , using a recently developed technique which enables laser absorption spectroscopy of cold ions in a neutral plasma [24] . The IS of two transitions in Nd + were studied: 4f 4 6s 6 I at 397 nm. (We refer to these transitions by their wavelengths in the remainder of the paper.) Previously, King plot analyses of Nd + isotope shifts were reported in Refs. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] , and the best IS measurements in Nd + using collinear laser ion spectroscopy obtained ∼50 MHz accuracy in Ref. [29] , and ∼3 MHz accuracy in Ref. [30] .
Our IS measurements of the 397 nm and 399 nm transitions discussed in Section II improve upon Refs. [26, 27] by two orders of magnitude, and are the most accurate IS measurements in Nd + to the best of our knowledge.
In Section III, we discuss the prospects for using dipoleforbidden optical clock transitions in Nd + to test King plot linearity with further improved accuracy.
II. MEASUREMENTS
The IS measurements used laser absorption spectroscopy of a cryogenic neutral plasma, produced in the apparatus described in Ref. [24] . A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . External-cavity diode lasers (ECDLs) were used for spectroscopy of the 399 nm and 397 nm transitions. A portion of the light from each ECDL was sent to a wavemeter for coarse wavelength measurements, and to a transfer interferometer for frequency stabilization [31] . Nd + ion clouds were produced by pulsed Nd:YAG laser ablation of a neodymium metal target, and cooled by collisions with helium buffer gas within a cryogenically-cooled cell [24] . Helium gas was continuously flowed into the cell (and exited from a 3 mm aperture) at a flow rate set by a mass flow controller, resulting in a nominal steady-state buffer gas density of n He ≈ 10 16 cm −3 at a temperature of 7 K. Typical optical depths measured for the Nd + clouds were between 0.1-0.5 (through a 56 mm long absorption column) depending on the energy of the ablation pulse. The laser beams for absorption spectroscopy were sent through the ion arXiv:2002.08290v1 [physics.atom-ph] 19 Feb 2020 cloud, and the transmission of the cell was monitored with photodiodes and digitized for analysis.
During the experiment, both lasers were simultaneously locked to the transfer interferometer (with long-term instability below 1 MHz) [31] . The frequency of one of the lasers ("probe") was scanned across the different isotope resonances, by adjusting the phase of the interferometer signal. During this scan, the frequency of the other laser ("reference") was fixed at the peak of a single isotope resonance. We simultaneously recorded absorption traces for each laser for 10 ms after every ablation pulse. These traces were averaged and used to obtain the peak optical depth (OD) for the probe laser. Fig. 2 shows an example of the OD as a function of time, measured at the 142 Nd peak on the 397 nm transition. The cell temperature, buffer gas density, and ablation laser power were recorded for each absorption trace, and used to study systematic shifts in the resonance line centers.
A source of instability in the measured OD, from one ablation pulse to the next, was the degradation of the Nd metal target surface. The resulting drift in the signal size occurred on a timescale comparable to the duration of a frequency scan over the isotope-shifted resonances, and could potentially have distorted the lineshapes. The random etching of the target surface by laser ablation also led to fluctuations from pulse to pulse, which reduced the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and made it necessary to average a large number of measurements. We suppressed both of these effects by using the reference laser signal as a measure of the ion number, and normalizing the probe laser signal to the reference. The normalized optical depth, NOD = OD probe /OD ref , had significantly better stability and SNR as shown in the example in Fig. 3 .
The frequency axes in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 were calibrated using the transfer interferometer and a wavemeter. Briefly, the transfer interferometer (a scanning Mach-Zehnder interferometer) was used to stabilize the laser frequency by locking the phase of the laser's interference fringe. (A 397 nm ECDL detailed description of this method can be found in Ref. [31] .) The lock point phase could be varied digitally to scan the frequency of the laser. The lock point phase was converted to laser frequency by scanning the phase over a wide range (∼ 5 × 2π rad), and measuring the corresponding frequencies on a wavemeter. The calibration was highly linear over the range of interest, and the corresponding phase-to-frequency conversion factors were determined to be F 397 = 120.20 (14) MHz/rad for the 397 nm laser, and F 399 = 120.60(5) MHz/rad for the 399 nm laser. The uncertainty in the IS measurements due to the frequency calibration was negligible compared to the uncertainty from the residual Doppler broadening.
Repeated measurements of the NOD versus frequency were averaged together to produce the spectra shown in Fig. 4 . The heights of the five peaks are in good agreement with the abundances of the spin-zero Nd isotopes [22] . The odd isotopes 143,145 Nd (I = 7/2) could not be discerned in our measurements as their population is distributed over a large number of hyperfine states, instead of being concentrated into a single peak as with the spin-zero isotopes [30] .
The IS spectra were fit to a sum of five gaussians using least squares to determine the line centers. Likely due to contamination from the 143,145 Nd hyperfine lines, the tails of the peaks do not completely go to zero. We accounted for this by using data from the middle of each peak (up to ±1σ) to fit the data.
From the widths of the gaussian fits, the inferred temperature of the ion clouds was around 18 K. Lower ablation pulse energies led to better equilibration between the ion cloud and the cryogenic cell (as demonstrated in [24] ), but yielded reduced signals with higher fluctuations. Therefore the measurements reported here used higher pulse energies to obtain better SNR. The difference in the line centers of isotopes with mass m A and m A was used to compute the isotope shifts δν AA 397nm and δν AA 399nm listed in Table I . Uncertainties listed for the isotope shifts are derived from the fit uncertainties to the resonance peaks.
To study systematic errors, we varied the ablation laser pulse energy, the buffer gas density (by varying the helium gas flow rate through the cell), and the probe laser power. The Nd:YAG pulse energy was varied between 15 mJ and 21 mJ, the buffer gas density between 4 × 10 15 cm −3 and 2 × 10 16 cm −3 , and the probe laser power between 100 µW and 400 µW. Higher energy ablation pulses resulted in higher ion cloud temperatures, but did not measurably affect the isotope shifts. The buffer gas density and the probe laser power did not affect them either. These tests, summarized in Table I , lead us to conclude that systematic errors due to, e.g., collisional shifts, Doppler lineshape corrections and optical pumping effects are significantly smaller than the statistical uncertainties.
The average isotope shifts δν AA λ from Table I, from Ref. [32] were used in the calculation of g AA . The MIS for the 397 nm and 399 nm transitions are plotted against each other in the King plot shown in Fig. 5 . As is evident from the residuals to the straight line fit, the King plot has no detectable nonlinearity.
III. PROSPECTS FOR HIGH-PRECISION ISOTOPE SHIFT MEASUREMENTS
The precision of the IS measurements described in the previous section is primarily limited by the Doppler broadening due to the residual thermal motion of ions in the cryogenic cell. However, even with a laser-cooled or trapped sample of ions, the transitions studied here are not likely to lead to significant improvements as they are E1-allowed transitions with relatively large linewidths.
Sizeable improvements to the precision of IS measurements in Nd + can be made using spectroscopy of narrowlinewidth transitions in an ion trap. (Yb + for example, with its comparable mass, can be used to sympathetically cool a co-trapped Nd + ion.) Nd + has a set of four narrow transitions, which could be used to improve the precision of King plot linearity tests. Uniquely, these transitions lie in the telecommunications C-band (1530-1560 nm) when they are driven as degenerate two-photon transitions. (These transitions could therefore also be useful for constructing optical clocks, whose signals can be directly transmitted over telecom networks without an intermediary frequency comb.) Spectroscopy of Cband clock transitions is technologically convenient due to the availability of high-quality commercial optical components, and is well-suited to take advantage of recent advances in high-finesse optical cavity technology [33, 34] . Table II lists four forbidden optical transitions that could lead to high-precision IS measurements. Two of the transitions are inner shell intra-configuration f 4 → f 4 transitions, whereas the other two are outer electron s → d transitions. This is an advantageous fact: comparisons between transitions of different types will enable good discrimination between the field-shift and mass-shift contributions to the IS; on the other hand, comparisons between the pairs of similar transitions will allow for careful tests of systematics. Spectroscopy of this set of clock transitions thus offers the prospect of IS measurements in Nd + with sub-hertz precision and accuracy, with corresponding improvements to the physics reach of King plot linearity tests.
IV. SUMMARY
We have measured the isotope shifts of the 4f 4 6s → [25044.7] • 7/2 and 4f 4 6s → [25138.6] • 7/2 transitions in Nd + with significantly improved accuracy. Laser absorption measurements with good SNR were enabled by the high density of cold ions within a cryogenically-cooled neutral plasma. Our measurements test King plot linearity over a set of spin-zero isotopes that spans the nuclear shape transition in neodymium, and they could be useful for comparisons against ab initio calculations for rare-earth ions, and in searches for new physics. We have also identified a set of optical clock transitions that could be used for high-precision isotope shift measurements in Nd + . II: Excited states for a set of forbidden transitions in Nd + , whose two-photon excitation wavelengths lie within the telecommunications C-band. The excited state angular momentum quantum number is J e and the energy is relative to the 4f 4 6s 6 I 7/2 ground state. Data on the energies are from the NIST Atomic Spectra Database [35] .
